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Learning Dynamic Hybrid Markov Random Field
for Image Labeling

Quan Zhou, Jun Zhu, and Wenyu Liu, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Using shape information has gained increasing
concerns in the task of image labeling. In this paper, we
present a dynamic hybrid Markov random field (DHMRF), which
explicitly captures middle-level object shape and low-level visual
appearance (e.g., texture and color) for image labeling. Each
node in DHMRF is described by either a deformable template
or an appearance model as visual prototype. On the other hand,
the edges encode two types of intersections: co-occurrence and
spatial layered context, with respect to the labels and prototypes
of connected nodes. To learn the DHMRF model, an iterative
algorithm is designed to automatically select the most informative
features and estimate model parameters. The algorithm achieves
high computational efficiency since a branch-and-bound schema
is introduced to estimate model parameters. Compared with
previous methods, which usually employ implicit shape cues,
our DHMRF model seamlessly integrates color, texture, and
shape cues to inference labeling output, and thus produces more
accurate and reliable results. Extensive experiments validate
its superiority over other state-of-the-art methods in terms of
recognition accuracy and implementation efficiency on: 1) the
MSRC 21-class dataset, and 2) the lotus hill institute 15-class
dataset.

Index Terms— Classification, feature selection, image labeling,
image segmentation, Markov random field (MRF).

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE labeling plays an important role in object recogni-
tion and scene understanding [1]–[3]. It offers a framework

to assign a semantic label to each pixel for object recognition
and segmentation task. However, great variation of different
object classes makes it as an extremely challenge task in
computer vision. As shown in Fig. 1, an image is typically
associated with two types of object categories: structured
objects with rigid or deformable shapes, e.g., “cow”, “horse”
and “car”, and generic objects without explicit shape patterns,
e.g., “sky”, “tree” and “water”. Besides, different objects are
usually characterized with heterogeneous features. For exam-
ple, it is observed that “horse” has distinct texture and shape,
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Fig. 1. Nature images.

yet its color is often undistinguishable from the backgrounds;
“grass” and “tree” always have similar texture and color; “sky”
can be easily recognized by its geometric attributes, yet it is
often confused with “water”; “car” has rigid shape outline,
but does not have common texture or color; even within one
class, the articulated “cow” has different poses, directions and
scales.

To overcome these visual variations, researchers have built
up many successful vision systems on image labeling. Most
of these approaches utilize the bottom-up appearance cues
[2], [4], [5] and the top-down information [3], [6]–[9].
Recently, the graphical models like Markov random fields
(MRFs) [10], [11] and conditional random fields (CRFs)
[12], [13], have been widely used to capture the contex-
tual information to improve the performance of labeling
results. Many learning algorithms, such as discriminative
learning [14], [15] and generative learning [16], [17], have
been proposed to learn model parameters. However, these
models and algorithms have similar disadvantages:

1) Despite the success of exploring local features [18] or
implicit shape cues [19], most previous methods are still
limited to describe object with explicit shape model to
improve the performance of image lableing.

2) Traditional graphical models usually have fixed graph
structure in labeling literatures [1], [20], [21], which may
be inflexible enough to represent pairwise contextual
relationships among image elements.

3) For each class, how to effectively learn different features
within unified principle remains unknown. The learn-
ing algorithm is subject to automatically select most
discriminative features, and to compose the selected
features into a well normalized probability model.

To address these problems, we present a dynamic hybrid
Markov random field (DHMRF) model in this paper. This
model explicitly captures the middle-level object shape and
low-level visual appearance, which is robust to intra-class
variance and inter-class similarities. No matter what structured
or generic object is, we project image regions into three types
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of feature descriptors, called primitive, texture and color, and
then calculate their responses as features. These features are
used to build up likelihood terms in our DHMRF model with
two types of prototypes: 1) appearance model composed by
a series of histograms for generic object, and 2) deformable
template consisted of a set of Gabor wavelets for structured
object [22]. For the structured objects with large shape vari-
ation, we learn multiple templates through an EM clustering
procedure. Embedding explicit deformable template not only
defines shape mask in guiding more precise segmentation, but
also provides consistent labels for associated pixels.

Moreover, the structure of DHMRF model is dynamic since
the estimation of deformable templates is driven by [23], that
adapts to some particular instances based on the responses of
deformable part-based detectors. The dynamic structure allows
us more flexible to incorporate spatial layered context and co-
occurrence with respect to the labels and prototypes of image
elements. As a result, our model can produce more consistent
labeling results to significantly improve the performance both
on the tasks of image labeling and object detection.

To learn visual prototypes under an unified framework, we
design an efficient iterative algorithm based on information
projection principle [16]. By collecting marginal statistics of
the projected features over the training examples, we start from
an initialized reference model to learn a sequence of probabil-
ity models so as to minimize the Kullback–Leibler divergence
(KLD) with respect to the underlying distribution. At each iter-
ation, we choose most discriminative feature, which leads to
the maximum reduction of the KLD. Then the corresponding
model parameters are estimated based on a branch-and-bound
scheme. The algorithm iterates until the gain of induced feature
is less than a given threshold. This information projection
schema allows us to learn our likelihood model with desirable
computational efficiency. Particularly, the branch-and-bound
scheme theoretically guarantees that our algorithm converges
to the optimal model parameters. The contributions of this
paper are mainly summarized as follows:

1) We propose a DHMRF model for image labeling. Com-
pared with existing methods, it seamlessly integrates two
types of visual prototypes, namely deformable templates
and appearance models, into an unified inference pro-
cedure, which is robust to visual variance.

2) Dynamic structure of our DHMRF model allows us more
flexible to encode top-down contextual cues (e.g., spatial
layered context and co-occurrence), and thus benefits
both for the tasks of image labeling and object detection.

3) We establish an iterative algorithm to learn visual pro-
totypes. By employing a branch-and-bound schema, our
algorithm converges to optimal model parameters, and
is also computationally efficient.

After a brief discussion of related work in Section II, we
describe our DHMRF model in Section III, and entail the
learning algorithm in Section IV. Section V briefly introduces
the inference algorithm to obtain the final labeling outputs.
Experimental results are given in Section VI. Finally, we
conclude this paper in VII.

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss related work in two areas of computer vision:
probabilistic models and statistic learning for image labeling.

1) Probabilistic Models for Image Labeling: There has been
a lot of work proposed for jointly modeling recognition and
segmentation, which fuse the bottom-up low-level image sta-
tistics and top-down high-level contextual cues in probabilistic
models [1]–[3], [19], [24]–[26]. He et al. [20] attempt to
infer an environment-specific prior to guide segmentation;
Hoiem et al. [27] present a system combining the interac-
tion between different objects in a loop as mutual support;
Gould et al. [21] and Belongie [28] prefer to employ the
relative location prior and co-occurrence as a contextual fea-
ture in their probabilistic construction. Others investigate the
contextual information in hierarchical graphic models [29],
[30]. However, our DHMRF model differs from previous
efforts in several aspects: 1) it is more robust to visual variance
by simultaneously modeling generic and structured objects;
2) the explicit shape model is benefit for segmentation and
consistent labeling; and 3) layered context is more represen-
tative than co-occurrence and relative location.

Comparing to traditional MRFs [10], [11], [31], [32] and
CRFs [12], [13], our DHMRF model is not limited to a
fixed graphic structure. The label/vertex of each region have
support from local appearance or object detections [23]. In
terms of shape prior, our approach is similar to [9] which
uses a part-based model to define a shape mask. However, we
focus on incorporating deformable template as a whole shape
representation. Moreover, we argue that the layered context
is significant in case of segmenting images containing multi-
instances drawn from structured objects, which is neglect
in [9]. Three approaches directly related to our approach
are [6], [7] and [8]. The first two methods bias a hierarchical
CRF model using object detection windows across multiple
categories, while the final generates segmentations using part-
specific shape models. Our work combines appearance models
for generic objects and deformable templates for structured
objects, using a DHMRF model to construct a globally con-
sistent pixel-level labeling system of an image.

2) Statistic Learning for Image Labeling: In the literature,
the learning algorithm has been studied in two families of
statistical models: discriminative and generative learning.

The most discriminative learning methods directly target
on the posterior distribution in a supervised manner
[1], [2], [33]–[35]. Typically, the boosting algorithms, such as
regression boost [15] and adaboost [36], automatically select
a weak classifier at each iteration, which maximally reduces
the empirical error over the weighted training examples. On
the other hand, Support vector machine (SVM) [14] selects
a linear hyperplane in the feature space that maximizes the
margin between the positive and negative samples.

Unlike the discriminative learning methods, the genera-
tive learning approaches iteratively find the most informa-
tive feature, where the current model achieves the maxi-
mum entropy [37]. Then this feature is updated into the
potential function so that the new model can observe the
underlying statistics. Due to the high correlation of feature
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Fig. 2. Illumination of our DHMRF model. Each super-pixel is split by white
boundary. Note the highlight blue boundary of deformable “cow” is used to
distinguish with super-pixels. (Best viewed in color.)

statistics, the parameters/weights of all previously selected
features are required to be updated again when a new feature
is selected [16], [37]. Conversely, we carefully de-correlate
the feature responses by independence assumption. With this
assumption, the normalizing constant can be computed ana-
lytically and we do not have to update all parameters at
each iterative learning procedure. Thus our learning algorithm
achieves high computational efficiency than the traditional
MRF/Gibbs learning methods [10], [16], [37]. In addition, we
do not have to re-weight the examples in the training set as
well as discriminative learning algorithm does.

III. GRAPH FORMULATION FOR IMAGE LABELING

The goal of our labeling system is to partition image
I into K disjoint sub-regions vr and assign each region a
semantic label, such as “grass”, “car” and “dog”. However,
the structured objects may exhibit large shape variations, e.g.,
the crouching “cow” shown in Fig. 2 is more appropriately
described by an appearance model rather than a deformable
template. Denote � ∈ L be a label for one region with
a potential ρ to further describe its visual prototype. Then
L is an expanded set of labels, which can be divided into two
sets: i) Str used to encode object shape with the prototypes
of deformable templates T�, and ii) Rgn used to represent the
prototypes of appearance models h� for generic classes.

Let W denote the final labeling output that considers both
recognition accuracy and contextual constrains with image
observation I . We thus have

W = ({vr , �r , ρr }Kr=1) (1)

where K is a variable to be determined in inference process.
As shown in Fig. 2, an input image I is first over-segmented

into a set of super-pixels using MeanShift technique [38]. Our
DHMRF model can be equivalently represented by a graph
formulation, in which image I and contextual interaction are
encoded by an undirected graph G = 〈V , E〉 based on these
super-pixels. More specifically, the vertex set V = {VS, VR} is
composed of two components: the set of semantic vertices VS ,
and the set of image region vertices VR . From Fig. 2, we
can see that each vr ∈ VR corresponds to a super-pixel,
or an image region composed by several super-pixels. Each
region vr is also associated with a semantic vertex vs ∈ VS

which has two attributes: � ∈ L indicating its potential label
and ρ denoting its prototype. The prototype ρ can be further
explained as a deformable template T� (denoted by blue circle)
or an appearance model h� (denoted by red circle). The edge

Fig. 3. Gabor wavelets with different orientations.

set E = {εL, εC} also consists of two parts: the data likelihood
edges εL = {(vr , vs)|vr ∈ VR, vs ∈ VS} (solid red line for
generic classes and dash blue line for structured objects),
and the contextual edges εC = {(v p, vq )|(v p, vq ) ∈ VS and
(p, q) ∈ N }. Unlike the traditional MRFs [10], [11], [31]
that build their 4-connected or 8-connected neighborhood on
a rigid image lattice, we construct our neighborhood system N
reflecting the pairwise dependency between semantic vertices
of two adjacent image regions (solid line for spatial layered
context and dash line for co-occurrence).

In our graphical formulation, the posterior probability of the
labeling output W given observed image I is equivalent to the
following Gibbs energy:

E(W |I ; �) = EL(I |W ; �lik) + EC(W ; �coh) − log Z(�, I )
(2)

where Z(�, I ) = ∑
W exp{EL(I |W ; �lik) + EC (W ; �coh)}

is the partition function which normalizes the distribution by
marginalizing all possible configurations of labeling output W .
� = {�lik,�coh} represents parameters involved in likelihood
and coherent models. EL(I |W ; �lik) is the likelihood energy
function to evaluate the goodness of assigning label � and pro-
totype ρ to each image region. EC(W ; �coh) is the coherence
energy function encoding the prior of label-based configuration
among each element defined in (1). In the following, we entail
these two energy terms elaborately.

A. Likelihood Energy EL(I |W ; �lik)

Since there is no overlapping between arbitrary two regions
and each region is only represented by one prototype, the like-
lihood models EL(I |W ; �lik) are assumed to be conditionally
independent on W and vr . Therefore, we have

EL(I |W ; �lik) =
∑

(vr ,v p)∈εL
ρr =T�r

EL(Ivr |�r , T�r ; θr)

+
∑

(vr ,v p)∈εL
ρr =h�r

EL(Ivr |�r , h�r ; θr) (3)

where �lik = {θr }Kr=1 depends on each image element vr via
the partition label �r and prototype ρr .

1) Image Representation and Prototypes: Let � be a filter
bank dictionary which includes a set of Gabor wavelets
Bk indexed by (x, y, σx , σy, o). The Gabor wavelet of the
canonical scale and orientation is defined as:

F(x, y) ∝ exp{−(x/σ 2
x ) − (y/σ 2

y )}ei(x cos o+y sin o) (4)

with paramters σ 2
x = 5, σ 2

y = 10 and o = 15 following [22].
These Gabor wavelets are illustrated in Fig. 3.

For � ∈ Str , the deformable template T� defines an image
subspace �(T�) through the sparse coding model with s
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number of Gabor wavelets Bk,� (called image primitives)

�(T�) =
{

I : I =
s∑

k=1

ck,� Bk,� + U

}

(5)

where ck,� are coefficients and U is the residual image.
For � ∈ Rgn, the appearance model h� defines an image

subspace �(h�) through an implicit function which consists
of a series of g histograms

�(h�) = {I : H = h� + ε} (6)

where h� = (h1,�, . . . , hg,�), in which each element hk,�,
encodes the texture or color cues, and ε is the residual.

The usage of Gabor wavelets and histograms is a robust
description for object shape and category appearance, which
makes our likelihood model is invariant to visual variability
of scales, orientations, rotations and translations.

2) Image Features: Intuitively, we may project �(T�) and
�(h�) into feature space with different metrics, on which we
can calculate the statistic features over the training set. In the
following, we discuss the details of computing the distances
for the primitives Bk,� and histograms hk,�.

a) Calculating distance on primitives: For Bk,� ∈ �
and I ∈ �(T�), the distance is calculated as the local
maximum over the activity δk,� = (δx,k,�, δy,k,�, δo,k,�) by
slightly perturbing its locations and orientations

d prm(I, Bk,�) = max
δk,�

||I − ck,� Bk,�(δk,�)||2 (7)

b) Calculating distance on texture: In contrast to the
primitives, texture region usually contains many small ele-
ments which represent texture cues in different directions.
Within kth direction, we pool a histogram of filter responses
over local region to form texture descriptor H txt

k (I ). Then
the distance for texture gradient is defined using histogram
intersection kernel (HIK) [39]

dt xt(I, hk,�) =
b∑

b=1

min(H txt
k (I )[b], hk,�[b]) (8)

where b is the number of bins of the histogram. hk,� (k ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 15}) is pre-computed histogram by averaging the
histograms over all positive example with label �. For the kth

filter Bk ∈ �, the histogram H txt
k (I ) is calculated by summing

over all pixels in image region I for a number of b bins, in
which the bth bin is indexed by range [Ab,Bb]

H txt
k (I )[b] = 1

|I |
∑

(x,y)∈I

1(Ab < |Bk ∗ I |2 < Bb) (9)

where Bk ∗ I denotes the convolution between filter Bk and
image regions I , and 1(·) ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator function.

c) Calculating distance on color: Similar to texture, we
calculate a histogram H clr

k (I ) on the RGB color space for
the rest elements of h�. With the similar definition of (8),
the distance dclr (I, hk,�), k = {16, 17, 18} is defined between
the color histogram H clr

k (I ) of the observed image and the
prototype histogram hk,�.

Taking into account the statistical fluctuations of different
image distance, we use a sigmoid function (denoted by Sig(·))

to compute image features through the transformation of the
measured distance

rk = Sig(d(I, ·)) = τ ×
(

2

1 + e−2[η−d(I,·)]/τ − 1

)

(10)

with parameter τ = 6 controls the upper bound and η = 2
controls the translation as well as [22] does.

Either for T� or h�, each prototype is represented by a set
of features {rk}. Each rk is a soft measure to describe whether
the associated image regions belong to the subspace defined
by T� or h�. We will discuss the form of EL(I |�, ρ; �lik) and
estimate model parameters in Section IV-B.

B. Coherence Energy EC(W ; �coh)

The coherence energy function EC(W ; �coh) encodes the
compatibilities and interaction among the elements in W
from the segmentation and labeling perspectives. It can be
decomposed into two components: the co-occurrence energy
Eco

C (W ; θ co) and layered context energy Ely
C (W ; θ ly)

EC (W ; �coh) = Eco
C (W ; θ co) + Ely

C (W ; θ ly) (11)

where �coh = {θ co, θ ly} denotes the parameters involved in
Eco

C (W ; θ co) and Ely
C (W ; θ ly), which are used to evaluate the

consistency between two adjacent labels with respective to
their prototypes.

1) Co-occurrence Energy: For two adjacent regions vr , v
′
r

with label �r , �
′
r and prototype ρr , ρ

′
r , the co-occurrence

energy is defined following [28], [40]

Eco
C (W ; θ co) = Eco

C (�r , �
′
r |[ρr = ρ′

r ]; θ co) = θ co
(�r ,�′

r )
1(�r , �

′
r )

(12)
where θ co

(�r ,�′
r )

∈ θ co is the parameter for co-occurrence, [ρr =
ρ′

r ] denotes vr and v ′
r have same type of prototypes. 1(�r , �

′
r )

is zero-one indicator function and 1(�r , �
′
r ) = 1 if �r and �′

r
appear simultaneously, otherwise, 1(�r , �

′
r ) = 0.

2) Layered Context Energy: Similarly, we define the layered
context energy of two adjacent regions vr and v ′

r as

Ely
C (W ; θ ly) = Ely

C (�r , �
′
r |[ρr �= ρ′

r ]; θ ly) = θ
ly
(�r ,�′

r )
1(�r , �

′
r )

(13)
where θ

ly
(�r ,�′

r )
∈ θ ly is the parameter for layered context,

[ρr �= ρ′
r ] denotes vr , v

′
r have different type of prototypes.

Immediately below, we will present the algorithm to learn
likelihood terms and model parameters � = {�lik,�coh}.

IV. MODEL LEARNING

In this section, we first briefly describe the method to learn
coherent parameters �coh, and then introduce an iterative
algorithm for learning likelihood energy EL(I |�, ρ; �lik).

A. Learning for Coherence Energy

Ideally, the parameters �coh should be learned using max-
imum likelihood estimation (MLE) [41], which needs to
evaluate the partition function. Exact computation, however, of
partition function is intractable, since it requires marginaliza-
tion on all possible configurations of W . In principle, it can be
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Fig. 4. Learned frequency matrices on (a) MSRC 21-class and (b) LHI
15-class datasets. Note these two matrices are symmetric, nonnegative, and
each row is normalized to have summation 1.
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Fig. 5. Characterizing the spatial layered context. (a) The "car" instance is
bounded by a blue rectangle, and red circles are used to form sectors. Note
each sector is represented by a Roman numeral. (b) We illustrate the frequency
distribution of each generic category within different sectors.

approximated by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sam-
pling technique [10], [28], [40] or coding method [31], [32].
However, the former is prohibitively impractical in computa-
tion, while the later may converge to local minimum [32] for
image labeling. Alternatively, we turn to a pragmatic approach
using empirical frequency to estimate coherent parameters,
since it achieves high computational efficiency and remains
remarkable performance as shown in Section VI.

1) Learning Co-occurrence Energy: The co-occurrence
explores the frequency that two semantic labels �r and �′

r
appear together in training images. We thus compute the
parameter θ co

(�r ,�′
r )

in (12) as,

θ co
(�r ,�′

r )
= ln[H(�r , �

′
r ) + ωco] (14)

where ωco is the prior offset parameter to avoid overfitting.
An entry h(�r , �

′
r ) ∈ H(�r , �

′
r ) counts the frequency that

an object with label �r appears in a training image with
an object with label �′

r . The diagonal entries correspond to
the frequency of the object in the training set. Fig. 4 shows
the learned H(�r , �

′
r ) matrices on MSRC 21-class and LHI

15-class dataset, respectively.
2) Learning Layered Context Energy: As shown in Fig. 5,

unlike co-occurrence energy that addresses the joint appear-
ance of object categories, the layered context energy encodes
the relative co-occurrence between semantic labels with
respect to relative location. In Fig. 5(a), suppose an instance
with �r ∈ Str (e.g., rigid “car”) is enclosed by a blue rectangle
BW×H . If we use the center location (xr , yr ) of BW×H as the

origin point, then the image plane is divided into O sectors
by four quadrants and three circles with radius R, 2R and 3R,
where R = 1

2 min{W, H }. Then θ
ly
(�r ,�′

r )
in (13) is computed as

θ
ly
(�r ,�′

r )
= ln

O∑

o=1

|v ′
r ∩ Ao|
|Ao| [H(�′

r |�r ; Ao) + ωly] (15)

where Ao is the oth sector and ωly is also the offset parameter
as well as ωco does. H(�′

r |�r ; Ao) is estimated similar with
H(�r , �

′
r ), but now we measure the spatial layered context

with respect to the given structure object �r and its surrounding
generic objects �′

r in oth sector (as shown in Fig. 5(b)).

B. Learning for Likelihood Energy

As the likelihood energy has been decomposed on each
image entity EL(Ivr |�r , ρr ; θr ), they are usually easy to learn
from training data. Our learning algorithm selects the most
informative features, calculates the prototypes, derives the
model forms, and estimates model parameters. From the per-
spective of DHMRF model, the likelihood energy is equivalent
to the probability model pL(Ivr |�r , ρr ; θr ). We use p to
represent it for notation simplicity.

Let f be the underlying probability distribution for a
specific label �, our objective is to learn a series of models that
approach f from an initial or reference model q (which only
need to be specified implicitly in our learning procedure). This
procedure sequentially adds the most discriminative feature
and matches the observed marginal statistics collected from the
samples of f . With more marginal statistics matched between
the model p and f , p will approach f in terms of reducing
the KLD K L( f ||p) monotonically.

1) Training Data: For a given � ∈ L, let D+ = {I1, . . .,
IN } be a set of positive examples sampled from f .

i) For learning T� (� ∈ Str ), positive examples are roughly
aligned after global transformations (e.g., translation,
rotation, dilation and constriction), and can be repre-
sented by a common shape prototype.

ii) For learning h� (� ∈ Rgn), positive examples refer to
the over-segmented super-pixels with label � in training
set.

Let D− = {J1, . . . , JM } be a set of negative examples
collected from a reference model q . In [22], authors randomly
crop image patches from nature images to produce D−. On the
contrary, we generate D− by collecting the positive example
from other categories for discriminative purpose, neither for
learning T� nor h�.

2) Overview of Learning Procedure: Supposing one pro-
totype can be represented by a feature candidate ��

cand =
{r1,�, r2,�, . . . , rK ,�} (K = s for T� and K = g for h�),
from which we will select the most discriminative features
sequentially to form our likelihood model.

By induction, at the kth iteration, we have a prototype with
k − 1 selected features and a model p = pk−1. For current
feature rk,� ∈ ��

cand, we also calculate the feature responses
over the N positive examples and the M negative examples

{r+
k,�,n, n = 1, . . . , N}; {r−

k,�,m , m = 1, . . . , M} (16)
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In following, the subscript � is omitted for notation simplicity,
and let r̄+

k be the sample means over the positive examples.
The gain of inducing feature rk to the prototype is mea-

sured by the KLD between the target marginal distribution
f (rk) and current model pk−1(rk), as this represents the new
information in the training data that is not yet captured in the
current model. Among all the candidate features that are not
selected from ��

cand, the one with the largest gain is selected.
Thereafter, the parameters are estimated to form new model
pk , that matches the observed marginal statistics.

To estimate model parameters, we need samples from
f (rk) and pk−1(rk). Obviously, {r+

k,n} are fair samples from
f (rk). To get samples from pk−1(rk), one may generate a
number of synthesized images from model pk−1 [16], or
use importance sampling by re-weighting the samples of
pk−1(rk)

q(rk)
. In our learning paradigm, we simplify this problem

by employing an independent assumption that a feature rk is
roughly uncorrelated with rk′ if one of the following conditions
holds:

1) Two image patches Ik and Ik′ , which are ready to
compute rk and rk′ , have little overlapping;

2) rk and rk′ are feature responses from different filters.

As a result, pk−1(rk) = q(rk) and {r−
k,m} can be used as

samples for pk−1(rk).
3) Log-Linear Form for Likelihood Model: Denote �p be

the model space that agrees statistics constraint

�p = {p : E pk [rk] = E f [rk]}. (17)

Based on maximum entropy principle (MEP) [16], [37], the
optimal model p∗

k for underlying model f is the distribution
that matches certain observed statistics of (17), while should be
also close to the learned model pk−1. This is often expressed
as a constrained optimization problem:

p∗
k = arg min

p∈�p
KL(pk||pk−1)

s.t .E pk [rk] = E f [rk]
∑

I

p(I ) = 1. (18)

We solve this problem with multiplier Euler–Lagrange loss
function and have

pk(I ) = pk−1(I )
1

zk
exp{λkrk} (19)

where λk is the parameter (Lagrange multiplier) fixed
by (17). zk is the normalizing constant. It can be estimated
by feature responses of the negative samples,

zk =
∫

pk−1(I ) exp{λkrk}d I ≈ 1

M

M∑

m=1

eλkr−
k,m . (20)

By recursion, we obtain a form for p,

p(I ) = q(I )
K∏

k=1

[
1

zk
exp{λkrk}

]

. (21)

Thus, we define the likelihood energy EL(Ivr |�r , ρr ; θr ) as
a log-linear form by the ratio between p(I ) and q(I )

EL(Ivr |�r , ρr ; θr ) = log
p(I )

q(I )
=

K∑

k=1

[λkrk − log zk] (22)

where θr = {λk , zk}K
k=1 denotes model parameters that are

required to be estimated.
4) Selecting Features by Information Gain: Each iteration

observes the following Pythagorean theorem which is known
in information projection [16].

Proposition 1: Given the constraint defined in (17) and
model form of (19), the model pk−1, pk and underlying
distribution f satisfy the following equation.

KL( f ||pk−1) − KL( f ||pk) = KL(pk||pk−1) > 0. (23)
This proposition ensures the convergence of model pk

approaching f in learning process.
According to Proposition 1, we need to select most dis-

criminative feature which largest deceases the KLD between
model pk and pk−1. Thus, we define the gain or improvement
by introducing feature rk as

Grk = KL(pk||pk−1) = λk E f [rk] − log zk ≈ λkr̄+
k − log zk .

(24)
5) Parameter Estimation: For notation clarification, we use

{λ̂k, ẑk} to represent the estimation of {λk, zk}. Substitute
(19) to (17), we have

E pk [rk] = E pk−1

[
1

ẑk
rk exp{λ̂krk}

]

≈ 1

M

M∑

m=1

[
1

ẑk
r−

k exp{λ̂kr−
k }

]

= E f [rk] = r̄+
k (25)

where λ̂k is estimated by solving this function and ẑk is
calculated based on (20).

Theorem 1: In (25), E pk [rk] is a monotone increasing func-
tion of λk , and the slope at λk is σ 2

g , where g(rk; λk) = 1
zk

eλkrk .
See appendix for prove and discussion.

Theorem 2: If r−
k > 0, let r−

k,min and r−
k,max be the minimum

and maximum value computed from D−, then E pk [rk] is
bounded by r−

k,min and r−
k,max.

See appendix for prove and discussion.
Unlike the previous parameter estimation methods such as

look-up table [22] and iterative scaling (IS) [37], branch-
and-bound technique provides a good estimation and effi-
cient computation scheme to calculate λ̂k and ẑk . Theo-
rems 1 and 2 guarantee our learning algorithm converges
to the optimal parameters. Denote the low-value, up-value
and middle-value of E pk [rk] as Elow

pk
[rk], Eup

pk [rk] and
Emid

pk
[rk], which are calculated by given predefined rang

[λk,min, λk,max] and λk,min+λk,max
2 . We judge whether E f [rk]

locates in [Elow
pk

[rk], Emid
pk

[rk]] or [Emid
pk

[rk], Eup
pk [rk]] and

update the corresponding range of λk . The process iteratively
performs until |E f [rk] − Emid

pk
[rk]| is lower than a threshold

ξ , as summarized in Algorithm 1. To avoid over-fitting, we
set λk,max = −λk,min = 5 following [22].1

1In practice, current setting still appears a bit large for learning our
DHMRF model, and can be further reduced. However, too small range of
[λk,min, λk,max ] will lead to infinite loop of Algorithm 1, since E f [rk ] may
not locate in the range of [Elow

pk
[rk ], Eup

pk [rk ]]. In spite of this, our algorithm
is still computationally efficient by employing a branch-and-bound scheme,
while retaining high recognition accuracy.
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Algorithm 1: Parameter Estimation
Input: predefined range [λk,min, λk,max], threshold ξ ,

r−
k,min, r−

k,max, r̄+
k and r−

k,m , m = {1, . . . , M}
Output: {λ̂k, ẑk}
if r̄+

k ≥ r−
k,max then1

λ̂k = λk,max;2

end3

if r̄+
k ≤ r−

k,min then4

λ̂k = λk,min;5

end6

if r−
k,min < r̄+

k < r−
k,max then7

Compute Elow
pk

[rk], Emid
pk

[rk] and Eup
pk [rk]8

while ξ � |E f [rk] − Emid
pk

[rk]| do9

if Elow
pk

[rk] � r̄+
k � Emid

pk
[rk] then10

λk,max = λk,min+λk,max
211

end12

if Emid
pk

[rk] � r̄+
k � Eup

pk [rk] then13

λk,min = λk,min+λk,max
214

end15

Update Elow
pk

[rk], Emid
pk

[rk] and [Eup
pk [rk];16

end17

Set λ̂k = λk,min+λk,max
2 ;18

end19

Estimate ẑk by (20);20

Algorithm 2: Learning Algorithm
Input: feature candidate �cand, global parameter ε
Output: the learned prototype T� or h� with selected

features and the corresponding parameters
{λ̂k, ẑk}K

k=1.
repeat1

Compute the feature responds according to2

Section III-A.2;
foreach feature rk ∈ �cand do3

Compute its gain by (24);4

end5

Select r∗
k with the greatest gain;6

Estimate model parameter λ̂k (feature weight) and ẑk7

(normalizing constant) based on Algorithm 1;
Remove rk from �cand;8

Update current model pk .9

until �cand = ∅ or gain is smaller than a threshold ε;10

6) Summary of the Learning Algorithm: The whole algo-
rithm for learning T� and h� is described in Algorithm 2, with
the stopping criterion that all the features rk ∈ �cand have been
selected or the gain of rk is less than a global parameter ε.
In summary, Algorithm 2 iterates the following two steps:

a) Parameter estimation: Suppose we have chosen fea-
ture rk and computed mean feature responds r̄+

k ≈ E f [r+
k ],

then the optimal model p∗
k is the one that is closest to pk−1

in �p

p∗
k = arg min

p∗∈�p
KL(pk||pk−1). (26)

This step solves λ̂k and ẑk based on Algorithm 1.
b) Feature selection: Among all the candidate features in

�cand, we are required to choose most discriminative feature
which has maximized reduction of KLD between pk and pk−1

p∗
k = arg max

r∗
k ∈�cand

KL(pk||pk−1). (27)

V. INFERENCE THE DHMRF MODEL

Given the graphical DHMRF model and its learned para-
meters, we aim to find the optimal labeling result W∗ which
leads to the maximization of posterior probability p(W |I ) or
equivalent Gibbs energy defined in (2)

W∗ = arg max
W

E(W |I ; �). (28)

However, using [23] to estimate structured objects leads our
DHMRF model has unfixed graphical structure. Consequently,
it is very hard to directly optimize energy E(W |I ; �). More-
over, as mentioned in Section IV-A, exact computation of
the partition function in our DHMRF model is intractable.
We thus turn to a sampling scheme, in which the optimal
labeling W∗ can be estimated by the Data-Driven MCMC
paradigm [42], [43]. By employing this method, the partition
function Z(�, I ) does not need to compute in sampling
process.

Generally speaking, we start with an initial state W0
by randomly assigning the prototype ρ and label � to
each super-pixel.2 In each iterative sampling, we form
a series of connected components (CCPs) by cutting
the contextual edges εC with probability qe = 1 −
exp{EC(�p, �q |[·]}. Each CCP contains |VCC P | number of
connected semantic vertices. Denote CC P0 as one selected
CCP and C as the cut of edges around CC P0 in cur-
rent state W . Within CC P0, we sample new label �′
and prototype ρ′ for each vertex based on two types of
bottom-up proposals: generic and structured proposals, which
are generated by [1] and [23] for generic and structured
objects, respectively.3 Each proposal has two attributes: the
proposal label � and probability qv . Denote q(W → W ′) =
∏|VCC P0 |

v=1 qv as the proposal probability from state W to W ′.
The move is accepted with an acceptance probability α(W →
W ′) = min(1,

∏
e′∈C′ qe′q(W ′ → W )exp{E(W |I )}/∏e∈C qe

q(W → W ′)exp{E(W ′|I )}), in which the partition function
Z(�, I ) is cancelled.

The sampling procedure is computationally efficient, since
in each iteration we only update the likelihood and associated
coherent energies in CC P0. The algorithm is guaranteed to
converge, and its output is a global optimal, characterized by
the property that the reversible moves can explore the solution
space effectively [43].

2The final optimal solution is not sensitive to the initial configuration.
3To handel visual variability of scales and translations for structured objects,

a set of detections are generated by scanning multiple potential scales and
positions among the image lattice using [23]. The initial scale is set as 0.65
size ratio of the original image, then 10 scales are sampled by incremental
ratio of 0.125. Note these detections are produced for every 5 pixels in each
sampled scale. The detections, whose scores are higher than a pre-learned
threshold, are used to form structured proposals.
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Fig. 6. Some labeling results on the MSRC 21-class (up panel) and LHI 15-class dataset (bottom panel). Each example shows the original image, corresponding
ground truth and color-coded output labeling. For clarity, we also provide annotated legends used in two datasets on the left panel. The right panel exhibits
examples where recognition works less well. (Best viewed in color.)

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate our system on two challeng-
ing datasets: MSRC 21-class datasets [1] and LHI 15-class
dataset [44], and compare our results with existing state-of-
the-art.

The MSRC 21-class dataset [1] is a very popular benchmark
for image labeling, which consists of 591 images including
12 types of structured objects (“flower”, “sign”, “cow”,
“sheep”, “aeroplane”, “face”, “car”, “bike”, “bird”, “cat”,
“dog” and “chair”) and 9 types of generic objects (“build-
ing”, “grass”, “tree”, “sky”, “water”, “book”, “road”, “body”
and “boat”). The pixels labeled as “void” are not con-
sidered during the training and testing process for direct
comparison.

The LHI 15-class dataset consists of 375 images including
8 types of structured objects (“airplane”, “cow”, “horse”,
“sheep”, “car”, “elephant”, “rhinoceros” and “motorbike”) and
7 types of generic classes (“building”, “grass”, “tree”, “sky”,
“road”, “water” and “mountain”). All images are rescaled to
resolution 320 × 210. To address the problem of “what is
the most likely label for each pixel in a given image”, we
take a voting strategy by labeling a “ground truth” in the
image with multiple annotators independently. Compared with
MSRC 21-class dataset, images in LHI 15-class dataset are
well hand-labeled to achieve accurate segmentation. Each pixel
is assigned a color to indicate its label with most annotators.
Some examples are illustrated in Fig. 6. Without losing
generalization, we select the images by taking into account
the following conditions: camera viewpoint, little occlusions,
multi-objects, lighting conditions, object pose, deformation,
and scale variance. As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 6, each image
nearly contains 3 ∼ 6 objects. In our experiments, the two
datasets use the same split setting following [1].

A. Overall Labeling Results

This section presents quantitative and qualitative results
for our full DHMRF model on two datasets. The parameter
settings, learned against the validation set,4 were M = 200

4In learning process, we select the optimization for one parameter by fixing
others.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF PIXEL-WISE ACCURACY AND IMPLEMENT EFFICIENCY

ON MSRC 21-CLASS AND LHI 15-CLASS DATASETS. NOTE TRAINING

TIMES ARE FOR THE WHOLE TRAINING SET, TEST TIMES

ARE PER IMAGE

Accuracy Efficiency (Train(h)/Test(s))

Methods MSRC LHI MSRC LHI Code

Ours 81.7% 81.3% 0.6 / 8.4 0.3 / 6.8 C++

HIM [45] 81.2% — — / — — / — —

AC [2] 77.7% 76.5% 7.7 / 7.4 3.9 / 7.6 C++

RL [21] 76.5% 71.6% 5.5 / 5.7 2.1 / 5.1 C++

DS [46] 76.4% 71.1% 6.1 / 21.1 3.0 / 21.5 C++

H-CRFs [47] 74.6% 66.5% 5.4 / 16.8 2.7 / 16.6 Matlab

TB [1] 72.2% 62.7% 6.3 / 5.4 3.8 / 5.2 C#

for super-pixel number, Garbor wavelet number s = 42 for
structured objects, histogram number g = 18 for generic class,
O = 8 sectors for layered context definition, offset prior
parameters ωco = ωly = 0.3, stop criterion ξ = ε = 10−3

and T = 200 for iterative sampling number.
1) Quantitative Results: Table I shows the comparison of

overall pixel-wise accuracy and average implemented effi-
ciency on MSRC 21-class and LHI 15-class datasets. All
methods are implemented using a Dual Core 2.6 GHz machine
with 2GB memory. It demonstrates our algorithm outperforms
other state-of-the-art methods. Training our model is extremely
fast which benefits from the independent assumption and
branch-and-bound method. Testing time on MSRC dataset
only takes 8.4 seconds per image, which is comparable to
[1], [2], [21]. The majority of this time is spent performing the
bottom-up computation and iterative sampling, which takes 6
seconds and 2.4 seconds, respectively. For each testing image,
time for generating generic proposals is under 1 second, while
approximately 5 seconds for structured proposals. In practice,
we learn a series of pruning thresholds for each � over the val-
idation set. If recognizable outputs of [1], [23] are lower than
pre-computed thresholds, we do not generate corresponding
proposals. This achieves nearly 5-fold times faster for labeling
a testing image without significant performance lost.

Fig. 7 illustrates the confusion matrices by applying our full
DHMRF model on two datasets, in which accuracy values are
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Fig. 7. Confusion matrices of our model evaluated on (a) MSRC 21-class
and (b) LHI 15-class dataset. The overall pixel-wise accuracy achieves
81.7% and 81.27%, respectively.

computed as the percentage of image pixels assigned to the
correct class label. The average pixelwise labeling accuracy
of structured objects is 75.6% and 80.75% on two datasets,
which implies the shape prior are efficiently captured. Some
structured objects in LHI dataset, e.g., “cow”, “sheep”, and
“horse”, exhibit relatively large confusions because of their
similar deformable template (as illustrated in Fig. 8). We also
discover that some generic categories exhibit large errors, e.g.,
“road” mislabeled as “water”, “book” incorrectly recognized
as “building”, especially “boat” and “building”, which due to
their inter-class color/texture similarities.

2) Qualitative Results: Example results of simultaneous
recognition and segmentation on two datasets are shown in
Fig. 6. Our algorithm can handle large visual variability of
articulations, rotations, orientations and scales for structured
objects (e.g., “flower”, “face”, “bird”, “car” and “elephant”),
and of appearance for generic categories (e.g., “building”,
“grass”, and “tree”). An exciting example is the first one on
MSRC dataset, in which two cows are well modeled by the
deformable templates and appearance models. Another inter-
esting one is the sixth example on MSRC dataset. Although the
ground truth does not provide good annotation, our algorithm
still correctly recognizes the background as “building”.

Some results with poor performance are also displayed in
the right panel of Fig. 6. In the first three examples, some
instances of “water”, “road” and “tree” are misclassified as
“tree” and “building”, since learned prototypes are not distinct
enough in such cases. In the last example, a “horse” is incor-
rectly labeled as “sheep” due to their inter-class similarities
both on shape and appearance. Even when recognition fails,
however, segmentation may still be quite accurate.

B. Analysis of Learning Algorithm

In order to better understand the behavior of our labeling
system, we highlight some aspects of our learning algorithm.

1) Deformable Templates/Appearance Models: Fig. 8 shows
some deformable templates learned from two datasets. We
observe that the learned templates capture human intuition and
the shape information are well modeled. Note some templates
are shared for two datasets, such as “sheep”, “car” and “cow”.
Most structured objects have around 5 ∼ 15 training images. If
a structured object can not be well represented by one common
shape template, such as orientations and shape variance, we

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF OUR BRANCH-AND-BOUND ALGORITHM WITH OTHER

METHODS ON TESTING SET. NOTE THE REPORTED NUMBER IS

AVERAGED OVER ALL FEATURES AND CATEGORIES

Dataset ξ 10e-1 10e-2 10e-3 10e-4

MSRC ours 18 35 79 181

CG [49] 41 64 142 646

GA [50] 127 256 461 907

IS [37] 187 341 817 1334

LHI ours 16 57 94 196

CG [49] 72 162 446 717

GA [50] 243 304 732 1236

IS [37] 388 811 1217 1743

learn multiple templates using an EM procedure to deal with
this visual variability [22]. The learned shape models are
also robust to some slight deformation of non-rigid structured
objects, since the associated Gabor wavelets are allowed to
slightly perturb their locations and orientations.

In order to analyze the characteristics of learned h�, we
use the algorithm of [48] to synthesize generic models, where
the marginal distributions of synthesized image are matched
to h�. The left panel of Fig. 9 plots some synthesized prototype
h� on two datasets to gather some intuitively understanding
of different categories. For instance, “building” always has
horizontal, and vertical edges and “sky” can be represented by
flat blue area. We also synthesized the prototypes for structured
objects (e.g., “horse”, “car” and “cow”) in the case that
they can not be covered by shape templates. Although these
prototypes are not good enough to describe their own generic
characteristic, they are discriminative enough to distinguish
from each other, which is benefit for recognition.

2) Feature Selection: In order to evaluate how the statistics
features are selected for different � ∈ Rgn and how much they
contribute to classification, we highlight the iterative learning
process of four typical categories: “building”, “sky”, “road”
and “airplane” in the right panel of Fig. 9. In the first sub-
image of each category, we plot the gains can be achieved with
each selected feature in decreasing order. We also illustrate the
corresponding marginal distribution of each selected feature in
the following 17 sub-images, where the red solid line is for
the current model pk and the blue dash line is for previous
model pk−1. The more difference between these tow curves,
the more informative this feature is. To further illustrate this
procedure, each selected feature is also displayed in the up-
left corner of sub-images. For example, for “sky”, which has
pure patch, blue color is first selected. For “road”, “building”
and “airplane”, as there are cluttered structures inside objects,
texture features make bigger contributions. For most classes,
the gains decrease to zero which indicates our 18 features (the
first 15 histogram prototypes for describing texture and the last
3 ones for color) are efficient to represent each category.

3) Parameter Estimation: We also compare our parameter
estimation method with some widely-used numerical calcula-
tion algorithms, such as IS [37], conjugate gradient (CG) [49]
and gradient ascent (GA) [50]. For fair comparison, we use
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Fig. 8. Some learned deformable templates for MSRC 21-class (up panel) and LHI 15-class dataset (bottom panel). In ordering, the learned templates are
“bicycle”, “bird”, “chair”, “face”, “flower”, “sign”, “car”, “rhinoceros”, “elephant”, “motorbike”, “airplane”, “cow”, “horse”, and “sheep”.

Fig. 9. Some learned prototypes for appearance models (left panel) and texture/color contributions to classification (right panel). The synthesized prototypes
of “horse” and “mountain” are from LHI 15-class dataset, while the others are from MSRC 21-class dataset. (Best viewed in color.)

(a) (f)(e)(d)(c)(b)

Fig. 10. Effects of different terms in our DHMRF model. (a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c) TextonBoost. (d) Result only using the generic models,
without explicit shape templates and contextual coherency. (e) Gives results for the DHMRF model taking deformable templates into account. (f) For our full
DHMRF model. (Best viewed in color.)

TABLE III

PIXEL-WISE ACCURACY COMPARISON ON MSRC 21-CLASS AND LHI

15-CLASS DATASETS WITH DIFFERENT LEARNING METHODS

Methods MSRC 21-Class LHI 15-Class

Ours 81.7% 81.3%

Boosting [15] + context 78.3% 79.5%

SVM [14] + context 75.4% 76.1%

the same stopping criterion as |E f [rk] − E λ̂t

pk
[rk]| ≤ ξ , where

λ̂t is the parameter estimated in t th iteration. Table II reports
the results in terms of iteration number, and shows that
using branch-and-bound scheme achieves higher efficiency
than other estimation methods.

4) Comparison With Discriminative Learning Methods: To
assess how much our learning algorithm help with recognition,
Table III gives the comparison results on the accuracy of our
system against the discriminative learning approaches, such
as SVM [14] and Boosting [15], under the same inference

framework.5 Since we adopt s and g filter responses for struc-
tured and generic objects, each training example is represented
by a s-dimensional or g-dimensional vector. For two methods,
we show the results of directly substituting our likelihood
learning algorithm by training linear SVM and regression
boosted classifiers, respectively.

We train the classifiers separately in one vs. all fashion
among all � ∈ Rgn or � ∈ Str . By considering contextual
models, the SVM [14] gains 75.4% and 76.1% with penalty
parameter C = 1000 on two datasets. In training classifiers
using [15], we adopt the decision trees as the weak classifier
within 400 iterations. It achieves a little higher performance:
78.3% and 79.5%. Discriminative learning methods some-
times incorrectly classify structured objects (e.g., “car”, “cow”
and “horse”) as generic objects, suggesting these approaches
have been over-fitted. Furthermore, learning these discrim-

5We also use [43] to get final labeling results for direct comparison. Note
the trained discriminative models [1], [23] are also used to generate two types
of proposals for inference.
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Fig. 11. Quantitative comparison with different energy terms on MSRC 21-class (left panel) and LHI 15-class dataset (right panel).

Fig. 12. Some synthesized images based on our labeling results. (Best viewed
in color)

inative models requires vast computational efforts than our
method.

C. Other Aspects

1) Effect of Different Energy Terms: Fig. 10 shows a
labeling result of one example in LHI 15-class dataset, which
takes account to each energy term defined in (2). For directly
comparison, the labeling output in (c) is adopted as base-
line using [1]. From (d) to (f), it is evident that imposing
appearance models and deformable templates, as well as
contextual models, improves the results considerably. Directly
incorporating the deformable templates helps to rectify the
true labels of misclassified object instances, e.g., the horse in
(e). However, it also leads to the lost of performance because
of introducing false alarms (note the building windows are
labeled as horse). Fortunately, this ambiguity can be resolved
by coherent energies as shown in (f).

In Fig. 11, we illustrate recognition accuracy with different
energy terms evaluated over the whole test set. These energy
terms make effort to capture essential information to improve
the labeling performance. Compared with other energy terms,
deformable templates achieve the remarkable improvement
for most structured objects, e.g., “sign”, “bird”, and “face”
in MSRC dataset and “cow”, “sheep”, and “horse” in LHI
dataset. This demonstrates in some cases the shape prior is
more discriminative than texture/color features. Note only one
class “book” obtains poor performance compared with [1],
which are always confused with “building”.

2) Analysis of Image Synthesis: To evaluate the generative
property of DHMRF model, we synthesize some images based
on labeling results. For � ∈ Str , the syntheses are based on
the selected Garbor wavelets and some difference of Gaussian
filters (DoG) as it was done in [22]. The synthesized results are
shown in grey. For � ∈ Rgn, we copy the corresponding image
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Fig. 13. Effects of: (a) over-segmentation and (b) estimation precision on
MSRC 21-class and LHI 15-class datasets.

Fig. 14. Using DHMRF model in images with noise over MSRC
(left panel) and LHI (right panel) datasets. From top to bottom: Original
images, contaminated images, ground truth, and labeling results.

pixels from the synthesized prototypes h� (shown in Fig. 9).
Fig. 12 shows some examples of synthesized images based on
our labeling results. It is observed that the synthesized parts
corresponding to same appearance model look similar within
different images.

3) Effect of Over-Segmentation: One factor affecting the
performance is the granularity of over-segmentation (i.e. the
number of super-pixels M). In practice, we repeated our
experiments on two datasets using different numbers of
super-pixels. Fig. 13(a) exhibits the plot of recognition
accuracy versus number of super-pixels. We observe that
the accuracy of our method is insensitive to changes in the
number of segments after approximately 200 super-pixels, and
any refinement to the over-segmentation will result in slightly
decrease of performance. This is also observed by [21].

4) Analysis of Estimation Precision: We also measure the
affect of changing the estimation precision ξ involved in
Algorithm 1. Fig. 13(b) shows the recognition accuracy and
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Fig. 15. Comparable quantitative and qualitative results for object detection. The outputs of [23] are represented by a set of bounding box with different
colors. In the left column of up panel, we gives the legend for different category. The bottom panel illustrates the precision-recall (PR) curves of the detection
results for the eight structured objects on the LHI 15-class dataset, using our method (blue line) and [23] (red line) as baseline. (Best viewed in color.)

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE OF OUR DHMRF MODEL ON CONTAMINATED IMAGES

(σ RANGES FROM 0.05 TO 0.35)

Dataset σ 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.35
MSRC Ours 80.3% 77.2% 72.6% 67.7%

AC [2] 75.4% 73.9% 69.3% 65.5%
RL [21] 73.7% 70.6% 67.4% 62.2%
DS [46] 73.1% 69.8% 66.7% 61.6%

H-CRF [47] 71.6% 66.0% 63.5% 58.7%
TB [1] 69.9% 64.2% 60.1% 55.3%

LHI Ours 79.8% 76.4% 69.7% 65.2%
AC [2] 72.4% 70.1% 64.4% 61.8%
RL [21] 68.8% 66.0% 62.3% 58.5%
DS [46] 68.3% 65.2% 60.1% 56.7%

H-CRF [47] 64.4% 60.6% 55.9% 52.2%
TB [1] 60.5% 57.4% 53.3% 50.6%

iteration number vs. ξ on two datasets. Note the reported
number is averaged over all features and categories. As can be
seen, smaller value of ξ results in higher recognition accuracy,
while the iteration number increases drastically. Note in MSRC
dataset, the performance slightly decreases when ξ = 10e−5,
probably because it leads to over-fitting of the learned model.

5) Analysis of Contaminated Images: In order to further
evaluate DHMRF model, we apply our framework on the
images contaminated by noise. For each image, its pixel values
are corrupted by additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and
the standard deviation σ , where σ ranges from 0.05 to 0.35.
Table IV shows that our DHMRF model outperforms other
methods for handling noise. Fig. 14 further provides some
examples by applying our model on the images contaminated
with such Gaussian noise. These results illustrate that the
mechanism of embedding explicit shape priors is more robust
to noise than the approaches only based on appearance cues.

6) Improvement for Object Detection: Another highlight
property of our approach is the improvement for object detec-
tion. By adopting [23] as baseline, we use non-maximum
suppression as pre-process step to discard heavy overlapped
instances with extremely lower detective probability. The up
panel of Fig. 15 shows some comparable results between [23]
and ours on LHI 15-class dataset, where the detective struc-
tured instances (e.g., “car”, “horse” and “airplane”) are rep-
resented by a series of bounding boxes with different colors.
Our layered context, however, gives very low probability when

these instances preferentially locates in the backgrounds, such
as “building”, “sky” and “tree”.

For more details, the lower panel of Fig. 15 shows the
Precision-Recall curves of object detection for the 8 structured
objects in the LHI 15-class dataset. Compared with base-line
detection results, our model achieve remarkable improvement
to the performance since most detective false alarms have been
eliminated by our layered contextual model.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a DHMRF model to address
the challenges of incorporating explicit shape templates as
well as appearance models into a probabilistic multi-class
image segmentation framework. The key advantages of our
method are: 1) DHMRF model is robust to intra-class variance
and inter-class similarities, by integrating two types of visual
prototypes: deformable templates and appearance models.
2) The information projection principle allows us to learn
these prototypes within unified framework. 3) Due to the
independent assumption and branch-and-bound method, our
learning algorithm is more computationally efficient than the
traditional generative learning approaches, while maintaining
good recognition accuracy. 4) The co-occurrence, especially
the layered context, plays an important role in improving the
performance both on the tasks of image labeling and object
detection. In experiments, our method has been tested on two
datasets: MSRC 21-class and LHI 15-class dataset. We eval-
uate the results in terms of pixel-wise segmentation accuracy.
Our algorithm achieves extremely fast learning efficiency and
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. We also compare our
learning algorithm with other discriminative learning methods
and analyze different aspects of our method in details.

Despite achieving state-of-the-art accuracy, we believe that
even better results can be obtained by taking appearance cues
and shape features jointly into account to model structured
objects. We are aware of a recent work [51] in this direction.
We are also interested in hierarchical part-based shape model,
such as [9], [52] for structured objects to cope with inter- or
self-occlusion, while retaining high efficiency and accuracy.
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APPENDIX

VIII. MATHEMATICAL DETAILS

Prove 1 (Prove of Theorem 1): Substitute (19) to E p[rk],
then we have

E p[rk] =
∫

1

zk
pk−1rkeλkrk d I = E pk−1

[
1

zk
rkeλkrk

]

. (29)

Substitute (20) to (29), we get

E pk−1

[
1

zk
rkeλkrk

]

≈
∑M

m=1 r−
k,m eλkr−

k,m

∑M
m=1 eλkr−

k,m

. (30)

Let f (λk) = E pk−1[ 1
zk

rkeλkrk ], we have

∂( f (λk))

∂λk
=

⎡

⎣

∑M
m=1 (r−

k,m )2eλkr−
k,m

∑M
m=1 eλkr−

k,m

⎤

⎦

−
⎡

⎣

∑M
m=1 r−

k,meλkr−
k,m

∑M
m=1 eλkr−

k,m

⎤

⎦

2

≈ 1

M

M∑

m=1

1

zk
(r−

k,m )2eλkr−
k,m

−
[

1

M

M∑

m=1

1

zk
r−

k,meλkr−
k,m

]2

. (31)

Let g(rk; λk) = 1
zk

eλkrk , then we have

∂ f (λk)

∂λk
= Eg[(r−

k )2] − (Eg[r−
k ])2 = σ 2

g ≥ 0 (32)

where σ 2
g is the variance of g(rk; λk). Then the result follows.

Prove 2 (Prove of Theorem 2): We expand f (λk) for each
component as:

f (λk) = r−
k,1

∑M
m=1[eλk(r

−
k,m−r−

k,1 )]
+ · · ·

+ r−
k, j

∑M
m=1[eλk(r

−
k,m −r−

k, j )]
+ · · · . (33)

Then we get

lim
λk→+∞ f (λk) = r−

k,1 · 0 + · · · + r−
k,max · 1 + · · · = r−

k,max (34)

lim
λk→−∞ f (λk) = r−

k,1 · 0 + · · · + r−
k,min · 1 + · · · = r−

k,min. (35)

Based on Theorem 1, then the result follows.
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